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even in the brightest daylight

view information right beforeyour eyes
Increase your productivity.

Whether you’re on the construction site, manufacturing floor or providing 

in-field service, tap into your computer’s information and read it right in front

of you. Introducing the SV-6 PC Viewer by MicroOptical. This lightweight viewer

easily attaches to prescription or safety eyewear — allowing you to view 

task-specific data while maintaining your natural field of 

vision. Focus on your work without repeatedly diverting 

your attention to your computer screen or hand-held 

monitor. And the SV-6 frees your hands — making it easier 

to perform your tasks. Exhibiting unparalled clarity and 

outperforming traditional LCD monitors, the SV-6’s display can be 

read easily even in the brightest sunlight. So why stare at glare? If you’d like 

to increase the productivity of your workforce, call MicroOptical today at

781.326.8111. See what you’ve been missing. 
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Belt-Worn Battery
Dimensions: 3”x 2” x 0.5”

Included with the SV-6 and
SV-3 viewers: mounting
kit for use with alternative
eyewear, rechargeable
lithium ion battery, battery
charger, 6 ft. VGA exten-
sion cable, optical cloth,
user's manual, belt-worn
pouch, velour pouch,
screwdriver, croakie, UVEX
safety eyewear and hard
shell carrying case. 
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SV-6 PC Viewer SV-3 Instrument Viewer

Display Format 640 x 480, 60 Hz refresh rate, landscape

Color Depth 18-Bit  (262,144 colors) 6-Bit  (64 colors)

Optics Location Left or right eye configurable

Field of View Approximately 16º horizontal, 20º diagonal

Focus Range Adjustable focus from 2 to 15 feet

Input Signal VGA, SVGA, XVGA, 60-75 Hz VGA, 60 Hz

Input Connector Standard VGA, male DB-15 connector, 18”cable

Power Requirements 2 W 950 mW

Power Source 7.2 V lithium ion rechargeable battery

Continuous Operation 5 hours on full charge 8 hours on full charge

Viewer Weight 1.25 ounces (35 grams) 

Cable Length 4 feet from the viewer to the belt-worn battery

Eyeglass Frame Size Fits many std. eyeglasses/safety glasses w/ quick release mount

Operating Temperature 32 to 140ºF (0 to 60ºC)

Storage Temperature -4 to 140ºF (-20 to 60ºC)

applications benefiting from 
mobile information viewing
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